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Abstract. We started a comparison between different NLTE codes that
calculate the statistical equilibrium in solar-type and late type stars (G
- A type stars). Discrepancies between different authors analyzing the
statistical equilibrium of the same element in the same atmosphere are
often surprisingly large. Hence, this study was meant to nail down the
origin of these differences. The preliminary results indicate that even if
the atmosphere and the atomic input data is fixed, discrepancies of up
to 40% in the outer atmospheric layers are still present; the main reason
is the different treatment of the background opacity. Following up, we
shortly discuss the completeness and accuracy of atomic data used in
analyses of the kinetic equilibrium of atoms in the atmospheres of middle
and late type stars.

1. Introduction

The lAD symposium gave an excellent opportunity to bring together different
NLTE codes from the stellar atmosphere community and to compare the results
for some standard calculations. By NLTE code, we mean here a computer
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program to calculate the statistical equilibrium of a model atom in a fixed plane-
parallel stellar atmosphere in radiative and hydrostatic equilibrium.

Given the present situation in the literature, the reason for such a compar-
ison is obvious: different authors claim different results for the same atom/ion
and the same star. Unfortunately, the possibility to reproduce previous model
calculations is often limited by the amount of information on input data obtained
from the literature. And colleagues, who are not performing NLTE calculations
themselves, but use literature results, often wonder about the accuracy of pub-
lished departure coefficients.

To improve this unsatisfactory situation and to figure out the main sources
of discrepancy between the codes, we set up a small test case, where we tried to
fix as many possible sources of difference as possible.

Five different codes participated in this comparison: NONLTE3 (Sakhibullin
1983), NONLTE3a (Ivanova & Shimansky 2000), DETAIL (Giddings 1981, But-
ler & Giddings 1985), the Kiel code (Steenbock & Holweger 1984), and MULTIa
(Korotin et al. 1999). In fact, three of the codes, NONLTE3, NONLTE3a, and
the Kiel code, are based on the Complete Linearization (CL) algorithm of Auer
& Heasely (1976). DETAIL uses instead the Accelerated Lambda Interation
(ALI) from Rybicki & Hummer (1991), while MULTIa uses the Operator Per-
turbation Technique (OPT) from Scharmer (1981). Table 1 lists the five codes
with their different treatment of b-f and b-b transitions.

The calculations are performed by Lyudmila Mashonkina (NONLTE3),
Slava Shimansky (NONLTE3a), Norbert Przybilla (DETAIL), Inga Kamp (Kiel
code), and Sergey Korotin (MULTIa).

Table 1. Summary of the different codes with their respective al-
gorithm and treatment of the background opacity (added to the con-
tinuous opacity) for bound-free and bound-bound transitions: ATLAS
and CD 18 (Kurucz 1979, 1992, 1993), ATMOS (Baschek et al. 1966),
OPS means opacity sampling, OPMET calculates the b-f opacities us-
ing TOPbase and Auer et al. (1972) data.

Name alg. b-f transitions b-b transitions

b-f b-b b-f b-b
opacity opacity opacity opacity

NONLTE3 CL ATLAS OPS+CD 18 ATLAS OPS+CD 18
NONLTE3a CL OPMET OPSa+CD 18 OPMET OPSa+CD 18
DETAIL ALI DETAIL ATLAS ODF's DETAIL ATLAS ODF's
Kiel code CL ATMOS ATLAS ODF's ATMOS none
MULTIa OPT ATLAS ATLAS ODF's ATLAS none

2. The test case

We performed the NLTE calculation in two different environments, the Sun
and Vega. The model atmospheres are calculated with the ATMOS code and
provided as input data for the NLTE calculations.
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The model atom used for this comparison is a simplified C I/C II model
atom, where the level energies, line data, collisional cross sections and photoion-
ization cross sections are prescribed, so that the basic atomic data is the same
for all codes. Table 2 lists the 19 energy levels and additional information, while
Table 3 summarizes all necessary line data.

Table 2. Enery levels of the carbon model atom: level energy in eV,
excitation energy of parent term (if not explicitly present in model
atom), mean square atomic radii in units of the Bohr radius afi, statis-
tical weight, level number of parent term (li), level designation.

level E rev] DI reV] (:0)2 g li desig.

1 0.0037 0.0000 0.629 9.00 15 2P3P
2 1.2637 0.0000 1.226 5.00 15 2P1D
3 2.6840 0.0000 2.323 1.00 15 2P1S
4 4.1826 0.0000 4.427 5.00 16 2P5S
5 7.4853 0.0000 34.254 9.00 15 3S3P
6 7.6848 0.0000 38.077 3.00 15 3S1P
7 7.9460 0.0000 31.844 15.00 16 2P3D
8 8.5371 0.0000 49.880 3.00 15 3P1P
9 8.6444 0.0000 54.591 15.00 15 3P3D

10 8.7711 0.0000 60.987 3.00 15 3P3S
11 8.8494 0.0000 65.467 9.00 15 3P3P
12 9.0026 0.0000 75.678 5.00 15 3P1D
13 9.1718 0.0000 89.763 1.00 15 3P1S
14 9.3304 0.0000 106.572 9.00 16 2P3P
15 0.0052 0.0000 1.718 6.00 20 2P2P
16 5.3358 6.4992 3.313 12.00 20 2P4P
17 9.2903 6.4992 5.867 10.00 20 2P2D
18 11.9637 6.4992 9.254 2.00 20 2P2S
19 13.7191 12.690 13.076 6.00 20 2P2P

The line broadening parameters ')'4, log C6, and ')'rad are calculated using
the following approximations

')'4(Z = 0) = 1 ( h r5 4 N. (1)-neff e
27rVIOOOO me(Z + 1) 3

1 ( h r')'4(Z =I 0) 4n:ffNe (2)
27rVIOOOO me(Z + 1)

')'6 = 8.08C~.4vO.6NH (3)

Here v is the average relative velocity of atom and perturbing particle, neff the
effective quantum number, Ne and NH the number density of electrons and
hydrogen atoms respectively.

The maximum collision cross section for collisions with electrons is fixed for
all optically allowed collisions to 7rafi and for all optically forbidden transitions
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Table 3. Lines of the carbon model atom: lower (11) and upper level
(lu) of the line transition, wavelength, transition probability log gf and
the two broadening parameters log C6 and {fad.

11 lu A loggf log C6 {fad

[A] [108 s-l]

1 5 1657.008 -0.310 -30.860 8.085
1 7 1561.438 -0.500 -30.892 9.105
1 14 1329.578 -0.730 -30.362 12.558
2 6 1930.905 -0.250 -30.820 5.954
3 6 2478.561 -1.070 -30.833 3.614
5 9 10691.250 0.340 -31.078 0.194
5 11 9094.829 0.150 -30.892 0.268
6 8 14542.500 -0.080 -31.315 0.105
6 12 9405.729 0.290 -30.812 0.251
6 13 8335.149 -0.440 -30.673 0.320

15 17 1335.708 -0.333 -31.769 12.443
15 18 1037.018 -0.308 -31.510 20.643
15 19 904.142 0.225 -31.331 27.157

to 0.17ra6. Collisional ionization cross sections are calculated by

Cmax = (E~:~~)) 2 0.665 ~i , (4)

where ~i denotes the number of equivalent electrons of the respective atom/ion
(Drawin 1967). For this comparison, we ignore collisions with neutral particles.
The energy dependence of the respective allowed/forbidden collision cross section
is taken from the work of Drawin (1967).

The complete data for the test case including the model atmospheres,
atomic data and some instructions can be downloaded from the following Web-
page http://www.leidenuniv.nl/rvkamp/NLTE/test.html.

3. Comparison of different NLTE codes

The first step was to achieve agreement for the LTE level population numbers. It
turns out that the Kiel code accounts for molecule formation in the atmosphere,
which leads in the case of a cool star like the Sun to a decrease of atomic carbon
in the atmosphere. Part of the carbon is locked in molecules like CH, C 2 , CN,
and CO. Molecule formation is explicitly switched off to obtain agreement in
LTE with the other codes.

A second step was to make sure, that all models are calculated on the same
depth scale. It turned out, that the difference between a log 75000 and a mass
scale is negligible. Hence, the results of the following sections are always plotted
as a function of reference optical depth at 5000 A.

In the Sun, the five different codes agree in LTE to within 3% for C I and
there are still some discrepancies of the order of 10% for C II in the MULTIa code.
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In Vega, the agreement between four codes (NONLTE3, MULTIa, DETAIL, and
Kiel) is better than 1%.

3.1. The Sun

Fig. 1 shows the relative differences in the NLTE level population numbers for
the various codes. In addition, two calculations are shown using the Kiel code
with a continuum background opacity for (b-b) transitions scaled by a factor 2
up and down, respectively. The difference between these two calculations and
the original Kiel calculation span roughly the range of discrepancies seen in
the comparison of all the other codes. Since each code uses its own recipe to
calculate the background opacity, the discrepancies of up to 40% are probably
entirely due to that point. In the Sun, there is only one strong Ti II blend at
the C I 10691.25 A line, causing a change in the 3P3D level. The continuum
opacity for (b-f) transitions is of minor importance. A scaling here changes
mainly the C II levels, but only to a very small extent (a factor 10 scaling leads
to a maximum change in level population of 10%). Nevertheless, the 3P3S level
is strongly affected, because it is not coupled by line transitions to other C I

levels, but only coupled to C II via photoionization and recombination.
In addition, one has to keep in mind that the region of interest (line for-

mation) in mostly restricted to the layers -2 < log T < O. In these layers, the
agreement between the different codes is often better than 20%. Moreover, it is
not the individual level population number, but the ratio of the level populations
that enters the line profile calculation and a comparison of the latter is left for
future work.

3.2. Vega

In Vega, Fig. 2 illustrates that blend lines playa crucial role for the determina-
tion of level population numbers. In fact the differences can rise up to rv 100%
(compare NONLTE3 results: dotted line and dash-dot-dotted line); in the line
forming regions, the differences amount only up to rv 50%. This additional
source of discrepancy makes the NLTE comparison look even worse than for
the Sun. However, one has to keep in mind that the model atom used here is
oversimplified and in a complete model atom the effect of blend lines may be
reduced, because there exist a manifold of other transitions (de )populating the
levels of concern.

4. Completeness and accuracy of atomic data used in NLTE studies

The results of the comparison are very promising, making once again clear that
the atomic input data is besides the treatment of background opacity the most
important ingredient for NLTE calculations.

We now concentrate on some problems of atomic data used in studies of
kinetic equilibrium of neutral and ionized atoms in atmospheres of middle and
late type stars. In Table 4 we list the papers where the first description of
original NLTE method for a specific atom was given. In some cases the later
works are based on atomic data from previous studies. We refer to them as
independent studies because available atomic data is important but insufficient
condition to perform NLTE calculations and to obtain reliable results.
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Figure 1. Deviation of NLTE level population numbers in the Sun:
the results of four different codes are plotted with respect to the Kiel
code In %. In addition two more calculations with the Kiel code are
plotted, where the continuum background opacity X for all (b-b) tran-
sitions is scaled by a factor 0.5 and 2.0 respectively.
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Figure 2. Deviation of NLTE level population numbers in Vega: the
results of three different codes are plotted with respect to the Kiel code
In %. In addition, a calculation with the NONLTE3 code is plotted,
where blends are neglected for (b-b) transitions.
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Table 4. NLTE studies for A-K stars

Li I

de La Reza & da Silva (1981)
Steenbock & Holweger (1984)
Pavlenko (1992)
Carlsson et al. (1994)
Kiselman & Plez (1995)
Mashonkina et al. (2002)

BI
Kiselman (1994)

CI
Shchukina & Shcherbina (1990)
Takeda (1992)
Rentzsch-Holm (1996)
Przybilla et al. (2001)

NI
Takeda (1992)
Rentzsch-Holm (1996)
Lemke & Venn (1996)
Przybilla & Butler (2001)

01
Kiselman (1991)
Takeda (1992)
Carlsson & Judge (1993)
Carretta & Gratton (1994)
Reetz (1999)
Mishenina et al. (1999)
Paunzen et al. (1999)
Przybilla et al. (2000)

Nal
Gehren (1975)
Sakhibullin (1987)
Bruls et al. (1992)
Mashonkina et al. (1993)
Takeda (1995)
Baumiiller et al. (1998)
Gratton et al. (1999)

MgI

Gigas (1988)
Lemke & Holweger (1987)
Carlsson et al. (1992)
Mashonkina et al. (1996)
Zhao et al. (1998)
Gratton et al. (1999)
Idiart & Thevenin (2000)
Przybilla et al. (2001)

All
Baumiiller & Gehren (1996)

SI
Takada-Hidai & Takeda (1996)

KI
Shchukina (1987)
Bruls et al. (1992)
Takeda et al. (1996)
Ivanova & Shimansky (2000)

Cal
Watanabe & Steenbock (1985)
Drake (1991)

Fe I-II

Boyarchuk et al. (1985)
Steenbock (1985)
Takeda (1991)
Holweger (1996)
Shchukina et al. (1997)
Thevenin & Idiart (1999)
Gratton et al. (1999)
Gehren et al. (2001)

Sr II

Belyakova & Mashonkina (1997)

Ball
Gigas (1988)
Mashonkina & Bikmaev (1996)

EUII

Mashonkina (2000)
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Even for cool and dense atmospheres recent studies show an advantage of
using the NLTE approach compared with LTE one. Determination of Na and
Al abundances in cool dwarfs is the prominant example. Na I and Al I are
both minor species in atmospheres of such stars and NLTE effects are strong for
both of them. Due to overionization of Al I NLTE abundance corrections for
aluminium are positive and can be up to 0.7 dex (Baumiiller & Gehren 1997).
In contrary, overrecombination of Na I results in negative NLTE abundance
corrections of up to 0.5 dex by absolute value (Baumiiller et al. 1998). In both
cases the behaviour of the [EI/Fe] ratio with metallicity changes significantly
in NLTE (Baumiiller & Gehren 1997, their Fig.7; Baumiiller et al. 1998, their
Fig.13) and this has important consequences for the galactic chemical evolution
study. The next example concerns the fitting of solar line profiles. Using the
LTE assumption, it is impossible to obtain a good fit for the observed profiles
of Ba II A6496 (Mashonkina & Gehren 2000, their Fig.3) and Sr II A10327 lines
(Mashonkina & Gehren 2001, their Fig.5) with any reasonable values of fitting
parameters.

4.1. "What types of atomic data are necessary?

In general, for each investigated atom we need data for all energy levels, their
radiative and collisional ionization cross-sections, and radiative and collisional
excitation cross-sections for all possible transitions among the atomic levels.
However, due to missing or bad quality atomic data we reasonably restrict our
model atoms and worry especially about the accuracy of that type of atomic
data which has the most impact on the departures from LTE.

For minor species bound-free (b-f) transitions are mainly responsible for
NLTE effects. In this case the two most important points are: 1) Accurate pho-
toionization cross-sections for low excited levels and accurate ultraviolet opacity;
2) Close coupling to continuum should be provided by including highly excited
levels (separated from ionization threshold by no larger than Xi rvkT e ) into the
model atom.

For majority atoms the kinetic equilibrium is strongly affected by bound-
bound (b-b) transitions. Indeed, the most important of them are transitions
between the lowest levels. In this case we should concentrate our efforts on
the following two points: 1) Background opacity at line frequencies, including
opacity of blending spectral lines; 2) Fine structure splitting of energy levels.

In the atmospheres of A-K stars, inelastic collisions of atoms compete with
radiative processes in kinetic equilibrium, and thus collisional rates should be
carefully calculated. In atmospheres of cool stars, collisions with heavy particles
may be important In addition to electron impacts, since the ratio of number
densities n n [n; may exceed 104 . For majority atoms, collisional coupling of
low excitation levels to the ground state and to each other should be carefully

. taken into account. It is worth especially to note the importance of transitions
between fine structure levels.

4.2. How accurate is atomic data?

The recent Opacity Project and Iron Project have provided progress in the
improvement of atomic data for the most abundant atoms. However, even for
such atoms, there still remain some problems.
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For Mg I and Fe I the recent calculations give photoionization cross-sections,
which are several times (Mg I) to up to 3 orders of magnitude (Fe I) larger
than previous, less elaborate approaches. As a result, NLTE calculations lead
now to much stronger underpopulation of atomic levels. Varying atomic data,
Gehren et al. (2001) have calculated departure coefficients for 236 terms of Fe I

in the solar atmosphere. For simple reasons of continuity, one would expect
that thermalization of the upper terms with respect to the continuum ground
state becomes more complete the smaller the energy difference. The degree of
completeness of Fe I levels up to 7.5 eV is very high; however, the upper terms
above 6.5 eV do not couple thermally to the Fe II ground state when the data
of Bautista (1997) from the Iron Project is used. This indicates that either
the role of collisions among highly excited levels is seriously underestimated or
photoionization cross-sections of Bautista (1997) are strongly overestimated. In
their Fig. 4 Gehren et al. (2001) show that the behaviour of departure coefficients
becomes much more reasonable from the physical point of view when H collisions
are included.

How important are inelastic collisions with H atoms for the kinetic equilib-
rium of atoms? The basic formula used to calculate collisional rates for allowed
transitions is the one originally proposed by Drawin (1968, 1969) for colliding
atoms of equal mass and later implemented by Steenbock & Holweger (1984)
for the interaction of any heavy atom with H atoms. Since this approximation
provides only an order of magnitude accuracy, the formula published by Steen-
bock & Holweger (1984) usually comes with a scaling factor kH. One often cites
in the literature the theory treated by Kaulakys (1985, 1986), which gives much
smaller collisional rates than the Steenbock & Holweger formula. It should be
emphasized that Kaulakys theory can be applied only to transitions between
highly excited levels. For Al I Baumiiller & Gehren (1996) and for Mg I Zhao et
al. (1998) have found empirically that H collision cross-sections decrease system-
atically with excitation energy in rough agreement with Kaulakys's prediction
for Rydberg transitions. At the same time NLTE calculations for Fe I (Gehren et
al. 2001) favour H collisional rates about 5 times larger than the values obtained
from the Steenbock & Holweger (1984) formula.

In Table 5, we list empirical determinations of the scaling factor kH, which
are mostly based on solar line profile fitting. The only exception is Gratton et
al. (1999), where kH was obtained from a spectral analysis of RR Lyr type stars.
Thevenin & Idiart (1999) found no significant dependence of the distribution of
level populations of Fe I on hydrogen collisions; hence, in Table 5 we indicate
their result as "no effect". When an atom was investigated in several studies, it
can be seen that the obtained values of kH diverge significantly. This certainly
reflects different techniques of NLTE calculations and different model atoms,
atomic data and computational details.

And finally, we turn to the problem of collisional rates for forbidden transi-
tions. Such transitions provide coupling of metastable levels to the ground state,
coupling of fine structure levels to each other, etc. and play an important role
in the kinetic equilibrium of atoms and ions of dominant ionization stages. The
theoretical approximation given by Allen (1973) with a collision strength n = 1
seems to underestimate the electron impact excitation rate (Mashonkina 1996).
Some authors use the formula of van Regemorter (1962) adopting lij = 1/10
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Table 5. Empirical determination of scaling factor kH

element kH reference

01 1 (Takeda 1995)
3 (Gratton et al. 1999)

NaI 0.1 (Takeda 1995)
0.05 (Baumuller et al. 1998)
0.01 (Gratton et al. 1999)

Mg I 1000 e-n En / 2 (Zhao et al. 1998)
3 (Gratton et al. 1999)

Fe I 30 (Gratton et al. 1999)
no effect (Thevenin & Idiart 1999)

0.5 < kH< 5 (Gehren et al. 2001)

Sr II 0.01 (Mashonkina & Gehren 2001)

Ba II 0 (Mashonkina & Gehren 2000)

compared with allowed transitions. Concerning the hydrogen impact excitation
rate, there is no theoretical approximation and for most atoms the situation is
quite uncertain for transitions between fine structure levels.

With more and more data from quantum mechanical calculations on colli-
sional b-b transitions, it turns out that the approximations cited are even not
reliable within an order of magnitude. Quite often the differences amount even
to several orders of magnitude.

5. Conclusion

The comparison between different NLTE codes lead to a reasonable agreement
(better than 2% in most cases) for LTE level population numbers. However,
in NLTE discrepancies between the codes in the line forming regions are still
larger, up to 20% in the Sun and up to 50% in Vega. This is mainly due to the
use of different background opacities (b-b and b-f) in the codes.

We are currently still working on a better agreement for the NLTE level
population numbers by implementing the different opacities in the Kiel code.
As a conclusion from the comparison of different codes, we strongly suggest
a guideline for publication of NLTE calculations. The following information
should be given in the paper - possibly in form of electronic tables - to ensure
completeness of information

• stellar atmosphere model: Teff, logg, [M/H] , microturbulence elemental
abundances
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• energy levels, statistical weight, parent terms

• lines (b-b), oscillator strength and line broadening parameters

• photoionization (b-f) cross sections

• collisional cross sections (b-b, b-f)

• source of background opacity for b-f and b-b transitions

We hope that this facilitates in the future the comparison between different
NLTE studies.

Atomic data used in NLTE calculations have various degrees of accuracy and
high accuracy of one type of data does not compensate unsatisfactory accuracy
of another type of data. A credence to results of NLTE analyses can only be
lent by test calculations and careful checking of the effects of various parameters
on the final results.
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